REVERSE THE AGEING PROCESS
with Chiara - Senior AcuEnergetics® Practitioner

IMAGINE HAVING MORE
ENERGY AND LOOKING
10 YEARS YOUNGER...

DISCOVER HOW TO INCREASE
YOUR STRENGTH, FLEXIBILITY,
ENERGY, LOOK YOUNGER
& FEEL HAPPIER
Reverse the Ageing Process with Chiara Cattaneo
Mobile: +33 (0)6 35392055 www.chiarahealing.com/rap/
Located in the FRENCH RIVIERA - NOW AVAILABLE IN MONTECARLO

Have you already achieved high levels of success
and now want to enjoy the active and social life
you have planned? But you are finding it harder
than you expected?
With Science-Based Energy Medicine I can help
you delay and even reverse the effects of ageing.

TOTALLY REGENERATED! “Three weeks on this
program with you Chiara and I am feeling totally
regenerated! What a gift to know that I can see you
when I am back in Monaco”. Olga, Moscow

HOW THIS PROGRAM CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE?
Imagine looking and feeling 10 years younger, without exhausting
workouts, surgery or limiting your lifestyle
Recover up to 30% more strength and flexibility so that you can
play your favourite sport even better
Have the energy & looks to fully enjoy your love life again
Easily party with your friends enjoying the dolce vita

CONTACT ME BELOW FOR YOUR FREE
‘DISCOVERY CALL'
Meet Chiara Cattaneo
Originally from Italy. Trained as a Therapist, I then
moved to Australia to train in the unique
and
powerful AcuEnergetics® modality. Over the
following 10 years I have treated highly successful
people, like yourself, in the French Riviera supporting
them to move beyond common challenges that come
with ageing, so they can fully enjoy their life.
I'm fluent in English, French and Italian.
We meet for your Program in one of my French
Riviera clinic rooms, or at your hotel, private villa or
yacht.

Chiara Cattaneo - Senior AcuEnergetics® Practitioner
Mobile: +33 (0)6 35392055 info@www.chiarahealing.com
www.chiarahealing.com/rap/

